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Abstract
We investigate the dynamics of an innite neural network in the case of local inhibitory
connections and analyse their large-time limit behaviour. We show that for a certain set of
parameters the net is ergodic, and that the convergence to the invariant measure is exponentially
fast. c© 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Recently, a very useful stochastic model for neuronal activity has been treated by
several authors in a general context of stochastic networks (see, e.g., the papers by
Cottrell, 1992; Fricker et al., 1994; Karpelevich et al., 1995), as well as in a physio-
logically justied framework (Turova, 1994, 1996).
This so-called an hourglass model, is represented by a system of interacting renewal
processes, indexed by the sites in the -dimensional lattice Z. Select a xed but
arbitrary nite subset of non-zero vectors flk ; k =1; : : : ; Kg; and dene for any z 2Z
its neighbourhood:
O(z) := fz + lk ; k =1; : : : ; Kg:
(Notice by our denition, that z =2 O(z).) Consider now, a Markov process X (t)= (Xz(t);
z 2Z); t>0, whose dynamics in the state space RZ+ are described as follows. As long
as all the components of X (t) are strictly positive, they decrease from the initial con-
guration X (0) linearly in time with rate one until the rst time t1 that one of the
components, say z1 2Z, reaches zero. At this moment t1 the trajectory Xz1 (t1) jumps
to a random value, which is an independent copy of some positive random variable Y ,
while every trajectory Xj(t) with j2O(z1) receives a positive increment jz1 (Xj(t1))
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independent of the other processes. The rest of the trajectories Xi(t) with i =2O(z1) [
fz1g, remain unchanged. After moment t1 the foregoing dynamics are repeated. The
random variables Xz(0); z 2Z, and Y are assumed to be independent with the densities
having a certain number of moments.
The components Xz(t); z 2Z, of the process X (t) represent \the inhibitions" of
the corresponding neurons, which are also numerated by the sites in the lattice Z.
For this reason the process X (t) is called also \a process of inhibitions" in the literature.
The rst result on the convergence of the N -dimensional process of inhibitions, with
N arbitrary, was obtained by Cottrell, 1992, and was later improved for the linear
nite network by Fricker et al., 1994 in the case when the variables i := ji(u) for all
u> 0 are assumed to have the same exponential distribution Fi independent of u> 0.
The work by Karpelevich et al., 1995 provides analysis of the evolution of nite
networks of this type with arbitrary connection architecture, as well as gives the rst
result on phase transitions for the innite network.
We shall analyse the innite-particle process of inhibitions where the interactions
depend on the current state of the net. This is the rst time that the spatially non-
homogeneous case of this process has been investigated. Turova (1994, 1996) repre-
sented the process of inhibitions as a Markov process embedded in a certain complex
non-Markovian neural network (see Turova et al., 1994, and Kryukov et al., 1990).
This process provides complete information about the distribution of the inter-spike
intervals in the original model.
The dynamics of the nite-dimensional version of this process were analysed by
Turova, 1996. One can obtain a fairly complete picture of what happens in this case.
However, all of the involved constants depend heavily on the number of particles,
which is not always relevant for the studies of neuronal activity.
The purpose of this paper is to establish the rst ergodicity result for an innite
neural network with weak local inhibitory connections. Furthermore, we will obtain
the exponential rate of convergence of the associated Markov processes. Our proof
is based upon the method of cluster expansions (Malyshev and Minlos, 1991). This
permits us to derive from our Theorem 2.1 the exponential decay of the covariances
for the components of the process of inhibition (formulated also by Turova, 1995).
We shall combine the method of cluster expansions with a certain parameter scaling.
This will enable us to see which diagrams in the cluster expansions are most dicult
to control, i.e., to derive a proper bound. We shall only consider here the case of
weak interactions. However, we are able to nd a functional dependence between the
possible connection constant (admitting the exponential convergence rate) and the rate
of exponential convergence of the density of a non-interacting renewal process (which
we obtain in Section 4).
Although we study here a model where the distributions are completely specied,
we use in our proofs only particular characteristics of their densities. These are the
asymptotic behaviour of their tails, their behaviour at zero, and their maximum value.
Thus, our results can be extended to a more general class of models. For example,
one can also derive from our Theorem 2.1 the exponential rate of convergence for
the innite-particle limits of the above cited models with weak local (spatially homo-
geneous) coupling, whenever the involved distributions are smooth enough and their
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densities are exponentially bounded. In this case in order to control the exponential
rate of convergence the following condition appears necessary: namely, the density of
the distribution of the interaction should decay faster than the densities of the other
involved distributions. This condition is not satised in our present situation, but we
use essentially the fact that our interactions are not spatially homogeneous.
Our paper is organized as follows. We dene precisely our model and formulate the
main result in Section 2. In Section 3 we introduce cluster expansions for our model
and prove the existence of the innite-particle process. In Section 4 we nd the rate
of exponential convergence of the renewal process which corresponds to the process
of the inhibition of a single (non-interacting) neuron. We prove our main result in
Section 5.
2. The model and the main result
The model we consider here has been obtained in a course of study of a physio-
logically useful neural network (Turova, 1996). Therefore, we keep the notations from
the earlier papers for all the parameters in the following denitions of the distribu-
tions of the variables Xi(0); Y and (u)= ij(u); u> 0; j2O(i); i2Z; introduced
above.
We dene on some probability space (
;; P) independent random positive variables
Xz(0); z 2Z. The density of the distribution of Xz(0) is
p0z(v)= 23=2e2v
yzp
(e2v − 1)3 exp

− y
2
z
e2v − 1

; v> 0; (2.1)
where 0<yz <b for all z 2Z, and the positive constants ; b are the parameters of
the model.
Next, we dene on the same probability space mutually independent positive vari-
ables Y and (u); u> 0, with the following densities, respectively:
p(v)= 23=2e2v
yp
(e2v − 1)3 exp

− y
2
e2v − 1

; v> 0; (2.2)
and
p(u)(v)= 23=2e2v
ae−up
(e2v − 1)3 exp

−a
2e−2u
e2v − 1

; v> 0; (2.3)
where y> 0, and a is a positive connection constant for our model (clearly, if a=0,
then (u)  0). Note, that each of the variables dened by Eqs. (2.1){(2.3) represents
the rst passage time of the Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process through some exponentially
decaying threshold. (For the biological justication of the involved distributions see
Turova, 1996.) More precisely, let (t); t>0, be the Ornstein{Uhlenbeck process sat-
isfying the following Ito^ equation:
d(t)= − (t) dt + dW (t);
(0)= 0;
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where W (t), t>0, is a standard Wiener process dened on the same probability space
(
;; P). Then
Xz(0)= d inff> 0 : ()=yze−g;
Y = d inff> 0: ()=ye−g;
(u)= d inff> 0: (u+ )− ae−(u+)>0j(u)= 0g
for all u> 0.
Consider now the Markov process X (t)= (Xz(t); z 2Z), t > 0, with initial state
X (0)= (Xz(0); z 2Z), and with left-continuous trajectories in the state space RZ+ ,
whose dynamics are dened in Introduction.
Let  be a nite arbitrarily xed set in Z. We dene X(t)= (Xz; (t); z 2Z) for
t>0
Xz;(t)=

Xz(t) if z 2;
1 otherwise;
where Xz(t), t>0, for any z 2 is dened above (see the Introduction). By putting
innity in the \boundary conditions" in the denition of X(t), we are allowing only
the interactions between those neurons inside the volume .
Clearly, the process (Xz;(t); z 2 ), t>0, is completely determined by the em-
bedded Markov chain f(Xz;(Tn); z 2 )g1n= 1, where fTng1n= 1 is a sequence of the
consecutive moments of jumps of the process (Xz;(t); z 2), t>0. This provides for
any nite  the existence and uniqueness of the process (Xz;(t); z 2), t>0, on
some suciently rich probability space.
Denote by p(t; u; v), u, v 2R+, t > 0, the density of the transition probabil-
ity of the process (Xz;(t); z 2). (We use in this paper the following notations:
uA=(uz; z 2A) for any AZ:) Note, that due to the deterministic parts of the trajec-
tories of the process (Xz;(t); z 2), t>0, this density for some t and u is represented
by the direct product of the Dirac distributions on R+.
Next, we dene a nite-particle density of the process (Xz;(t); z 2), t>0 for any
subset A:
p(t; vA)=
Z
R+
Z
RnA+
 Y
z2
p0z(uz)
!
p(t; u; v) dvnA du; (2.4)
where vA 2RA+.
The method of cluster expansions (for the general theory, see the book by Malyshev
and Minlos, 1991 and for a more related context see the paper by Malyshev et al.,
1989) allows us to show (Section 3) the existence of the limit
lim
"Z
p(t; vA) :=p(t; vA); t>0; (2.5)
and investigate its dynamics. Using Eq. (2.5), one can dene now the innite-
dimensional process XZ(t). We shall prove the following result on the convergence of
the nite-particle densities of the process XZ(t).
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Theorem 2.1. Let 0, b and y be arbitrary but xed positive parameters. Then for
any >0 there exist positive constants q1, q= q(y2)< 1 and a0, such that for all
a<a0eq1
jp(t + t0; uA)− p(t; uA)j6cjAje−hte
−q
P
z2 A
uz
(2.6)
for any nite subset A2Z, for all uA 2RA+ and t, t0> 0, where the constant 0<h<q
is independent of , and c> 0.
The proof of Theorem 2.1. is given in Section 5.
Remark. Notice that the value (log a)= controls the metastability eect in the nite-
dimensional case, see Turova, 1996. Thus, we see that we have established the optimal
functional dependence of these two parameters, which determines the exponential rate
of convergence of the innite-particle system.
3. Cluster expansions
We will use the following notations for any set A, where  is arbitrary but xed
nite subset of Z:
wA=(wz; z 2A); wA=

wz; z 2 : wz =

wz if z 2A;
0 if z =2A:

:
Let M (R+) denote a class of measures  on R+ which possess all continuous partial
(right) derivatives, and (u)= 0 i uz =0 for some z 2.
It is not dicult to derive (see, also Kryukov, 1976; and for the general theory of
piece-wise linear processes Davis, 1993), that the transition density p(t; u; v) satises
the following Kolmogorov equation for any 2M (R+):
@
@t
Z
R+
(u)p(t; u; v) du
=
Z
R+
X
i2

@
@ui
(u)

p(t; u; v) du
+
Z
R+
(u)
X
i2
(ui)
Z
R1+jO (i)j+
p(wi)
0
@ Y
j2O(i)
p(uj)(wj)
1
A
[p(t; u + wi [ O(i); v)− p(t; u; v)] dwi [ O(i) du;
where () is the Dirac distribution concentrated at 0. Notice, that due to the properties
of the functions p(w) and p(u)(w) (see Eqs. (2.2) and (2.3)) this equation possesses
a unique solution which, in turn, denes uniquely a stochastic process in R+ with the
initial measure .
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We rewrite the last equation in the following form:
@
@t
Z
R+
(u)p(t; u; v) du
=
Z
R+
X
i2

@
@ui
(u)

p(t; u; v)
+(u)(ui)
Z 1
0
Z
R+
p(wi)[p(t; u + wi; v)− p(t; u; v)] dwi

du
+
Z
R+
(u)
X
i2
(ui)
Z
R1+jO(i)j+
p(wi)
0
@ Y
j2O(i)
p(uj)(wj)
1
A
[p(t; u + wi[O(i); v)− p(t; u + wi; v)] dwi[O(i) du
=:
Z
R+
X
i2
Hi;0 (u)p(t; u; v) du +
Z
R+
(u)
X
i2
Hi;1 p(t; u; v) du:
(3.1)
Remark. The last equality-denition should be understood merely as a formal short-
hand notation. However, we avoid writing the terms in the rst sum as
R
R+
(u)H
i;
0
p(t; u; v)du, because the latter leads to an ambiguity of
R
R+
(u)((@=@ui)
p(t; u; v)) du:
Let p0(t; u; v), t > 0, u; v 2R+, denote the transition density of the un-
perturbed process (X 0z;(t); z 2) (i.e. X(t) with a=0). Clearly, p0(t; u; v) satises
an \unperturbed" equation (see Eq. (3.1)) for any 2M (R+):
@
@t
Z
R+
(u)p0(t; u; v) du=
Z
R+
X
i2
Hi;0 (u)p0(t; u; v) du: (3.2)
By the denition of (X 0z; (t); z 2) its coordinates X 0z; (t) :=X 0z (t) are independent
renewal processes for dierent z 2. More precisely, for any z 2 the process X 0z (t),
t>0, has left-continuous trajectories, which decrease with rate 1 from Xz(0) until the
rst moment T of hitting zero, where a trajectory has a random gap (X 0z (T+)= dY )
independent of the prehistory. Then its dynamics are repeated from X 0z (T+).
Therefore, we readily derive without solving Eq. (3.2):
p0(t; u; v)=
Y
z2
p0(t; uz; vz); (3.3)
with
p0(t; u; v)
=
8><
>:
(u− t − v) if 06t <u;
p(t − u+ v) +
1X
k = 1
Z t−u
0
psk (x)p(t − u+ v− x)dx if 06u6t (3.4)
for every u; v2R+ and t > 0, where (u− ) is the Dirac distribution concentrated at
u; Sk :=
Pk
l= 1 Y
l, k>1; Y l, l=1; : : : ; k, are independent copies of the variable Y , and
psk is the density of the distribution Sk .
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Consider the following integral equation:Z
R+
(u)p(t; u; v) du
=
Z
R+
(u)p0(t; u; v) du
+
Z t
0
Z
R+
Z
R+
(u)p0(t − s; u; u1)
X
i2
Hi;1 p(s; u
1
; v) du
1
 du ds: (3.5)
It is easy to verify by taking the derivatives of the both sides that if p(t; u; v)
satises Eq. (3.5) then it also satises Eq. (3.1). Therefore, in order to nd the unique
solution of Eq. (3.1) it suces to nd a solution of Eq. (3.5).
Let us x a nite subset A2 arbitrarily. Taking into account Eq. (3.3), we readily
derive the density of the unperturbed process (X 0z;(t); z 2), t > 0:
p0 (t; vA) :=
Z
R+
Z
RnA+
 Y
z2 A
p0z(uz)
!
p0(t; u; v) dunA du
=
Y
z2 A
Z
R+
p0z(uz)p0(t; uz; vz) duz =:
Y
z2 A
p0(t; vz);
which, clearly, does not depend on . Hence, p0 (t; vA)=p0(t; vA), and we obtain from
Eq. (3.5) substituting (u)=
Q
z2 p0z(uz) and taking into account Eq. (2.4):
p(t; vA) = p0(t; vA)
+
1X
k = 1
X
(i1 ;:::;ik )2k
Z t
0
Z
R+
Z
R+
 Y
z2
p0z(uz)
!
p0(t − s1; u; u1)
Hi1 ;1
Z s1
0
Z
R+
p0(s1 − s2; u1; u2)   
Hik ;1
Z sk−1
0
Z
R+
p0(sk ; u k ; v) dvnA du
k
 dsk : : : du
1
 du ds1; (3.6)
if the last series converge for any vA 2RA+ and t > 0.
Now, we introduce the notion of clusters and diagrams, which will allow us to
rewrite the series in Eq. (3.6) in some picturesque form.
Denition. For any k>1 and any nite set of A2Z we shall call an A-cluster of
cardinality k any ordered set
z=(z1; : : : ; zk)2Zk;
such that
O Ak := fO(zk) \ Ag 6= ;;
and
O Ak−j := fO(zk−j) \ fA [ fzk ; : : : ; zk−j+1ggg 6= ;; j=1; : : : ; k − 1:
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It is not dicult to see, that the sum in Eq. (3.6) for any k>1 runs only over those
(i1; : : : ; ik)2k , which are the A-clusters.
Next, we dene for any A-cluster z of cardinality k the following set:
(z) := f(y;Q)= ((y1; Q1); : : : ; (yk ; Qk)) :
yj 2OAj ; Qj 2fO Aj n fyjgg [ ;; j=1; : : : ; kg:
Next, for any A-cluster z of cardinality k, any (y;Q)2(z) and 0  sk+1<sk <   
<s1<s0  t, we introduce a notion of a diagram D(z; y; Q; s) with s=(s1; : : : ; sk). A
diagram consists of a pair of sets: a set of vertices and a set of segments. The set of
the vertices of the diagram D(z; y; Q; s) is
V (D) := f(zi; t − si); (yi; t − si); (x; t − si); x2Qi; 16i6k; (a; t); a2Ag:
We shall call (zi; t − si); i=1; : : : ; k, the main vertices, and (yi; t − si); i=1; : : : ; k,
the principal vertices of the diagram D(z; y; Q; s).
A segment of the diagram D(z; y; Q; s) is any set
I(x; ; 0) := fxg  [; 0];
with x2Z and 0<<0, such that either
ffxg  [; 0]g \ V (D)= f(x; ); (x; 0)g;
or
=0 and ffxg  [0; 0]g \ V (D)= (x; 0):
We call (x; ) and (x; 0) the lower and the upper ends of the segment I(x; ; 0),
correspondingly. We shall call value L(I) := 0 −  a length of segment I(x; ; 0).
We call also a segment principal (main) if its lower end is one of the principal (main)
vertices of the diagram.
Now, we can rewrite formula (3.6) as follows:
p(t; vA)
=p0(t; vA)
+
1X
k = 1
X
A-cluster z2k
X
(y; Q)
Z t
0
Z s1
0
  
Z sk−1
0
Z 1
0
  
Z 1
0

Y
0
Z 1
0
p0l(ul)p0(t − si; ul; uil) dul


Y
1
(uizi)
Z 1
0
p(w)p0(si − sj; w; u jzi) dw
Y
2
(uizi)


Y
3
Z 1
0
p(uiyi )(w)[p0(si − sj; u
i
yi + w; u
j
yi)− p0(si − sj; uiyi ; u jyi)] dw

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
Y
4
Z 1
0
p(uil)(w)p0(si − sj; u
i
l + w; u
j
l ) dw
Y
5
duil

dsk : : : ds1
:=p0(t; vA) +
1X
k = 1
X
A-cluster z2k
X
(y; Q)
G(t; z; y; Q; vA); (3.7)
where for every k>1 and A-cluster z of cardinality k with fzi; i=1; : : : ; kg the
sum
P
(y; Q) runs over all (y;Q)2(z) with
S k
i= 1fyi [ Qig, and for any (y;Q)
and s=(s1; : : : ; sk) 0 is a product over all the segments I(l; 0; t − si) of the diagram
D(z; y; Q; s) with the lower ends in Z  f0g; 1 is a product over all the main
segments I(zi; t − si; t − sj) of the diagram D(z; y; Q; s); 2 is a product over all the
main vertices (zi; t− si), which are not the lower ends of any segment of the diagram;
3 is a product over all the principal segments I(yi; t− si; t− sj);4 is a product over
all the rest segments I(l; t − si; t − sj) with i> 0; 5 is a product over all the rest
vertices (l; t − si) of the diagram D(z; y; Q; s), and uk+1a  va for all a2A.
It was proved by Malyshev and Minlos, 1991, that the number of clusters of car-
dinality k in Zk is upper bounded by  k , where the constant   depends only on
K = jO(i)j and the dimensionality . Making use of this result and taking into ac-
count the uniform (in v; u2R+ and z 2Z) boundedness of the densities p0z(u); p(u)
and p(v)(u) (which follows evidently from Eqs. (2.1){(2.3)), it is easy to show
for any k>1 that the kth term in the last series in Eq. (3.7) admits the following
bound:
X
A-cluster z2k
X
(y; Q)
G(t; z; y; Q; vA)6
b k1 (t + b2)
k
k!
;
where b1 and b2 are some positive constants independent of k; t and . (Note, that
in Section 5 we derive a sharper upper bound for G(t; z; y; Q; vA).) This bound implies
the uniform convergence in  of the series in Eq. (3.7) for any xed 0<t<1,
which enables us to pass to the limit  " Z in Eq. (3.7), i.e., establish the existence
of the limit (2.5). Moreover, we obtain the following formula for any 0<t<1 and
vA 2RA:
p(t; vA) :=p0(t; vA) +
1X
k = 1
X
A-cluster z
X
(y; Q)2(z)
G(t; z; y; Q; vA); (3.8)
where for any k>1, for any A-cluster z 2Zk and for any (y;Q) the function G(t; z; y;
Q; vA) is dened as in Eq. (3.7).
4. Exponential fast convergence of the renewal process
Scaling. Let us x  arbitrarily and scale the parameters of our model as follows:
! −1;
a! pa; y ! py; yz !
p
yz; (4.1)
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z 2Z. Let us denote by X^ (t) the process with rescaled parameters. Clearly,
X^ (t)=  X ( t): (4.2)
Further, we will use the upper index  for the characteristics of the rescaled process
X^ (t) (i.e., p0(t; u; v); p
(v); p(u)(v), etc.). Then Eq. (4.2) yields
p0(t; u; v)=p0( t;  u;  v) (4.3)
and
p(t; vA)=p( t;  vA) (4.4)
for all t > 0, any nite A2Z and vA 2RA+. We x
0<6minf1; ; y2g; (4.5)
arbitrarily. Thus, in the sequel we regard  as a small parameter for the rescaled renewal
process X^ z(t) for any z 2Z.
Theorem 4.1. For any = y2> 0 there exists a positive constant q= q()< 1 such
that
jp0(t + t0; 0; v)− p0(t; 0; v)j6
C

e−q(=)(t+v) (4.6)
for any t; t0> 0 and v> 0, where C =C() is a positive constant independent of .
Proof. To avoid heavy notations let us agree to omit the upper index  throughout this
proof, remembering that we have new parameters according to Eq. (4.1). Let us x
t > 0 and v> 0 arbitrarily and consider p0(t; 0; v), that is by Eq. (3.4)
p0(t; 0; v)=p(t + v) +
1X
k = 1
Z t
0
pSk (t − x)p(v+ x) dx: (4.7)
We can readily obtain from formula (2.2), taking into account Eq. (4.1) the following
bounds:
p(u)6B0p(t) if 0<u6t6


; (4.8)
and
p(u)6B−1 e−(=)u (4.9)
for all u> 0, where B0 =B0() and B=B() are some positive constants indepen-
dent of . Hence, the series
P1
k = 1 pSk (x)=
P1
k = 1 @=@xPfSk <xg as well as the seriesP1
k = 1 PfSk <xg converge absolutely and uniformly for x2 [0; t] for any t > 0. This
allows us to rewrite Eq. (4.7) in the following form:
p0(t; 0; v)=p(t + v) +
Z t
0
 
− @
@x
1X
k = 1
PfSk < t − xg
!
p(v+ x) dx;
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from where we derive for any t0> 0:
p0(t + t0; 0; v)− p0(t; 0; v)
=p(t + t0 + v)− p(t + v)
+
Z t+t0
t
 
− @
@x
1X
k = 1
PfSk < t + t0 − xg
!
p(v+ x) dx
+
Z t
0
 
− @
@x
 1X
k = 1
PfSk < t + t0 − xg −
1X
k = 1
PfSk < t − xg
!!
p(v+ x) dx:
(4.10)
Next, we will use the result by Stone (1965) on the asymptotics of
U (t; h) :=
1X
k = 1
PfSk < t + hg −
1X
k = 1
PfSk < tg
for t > 0 and 0<h61. First we note, that
C16 :=
Z 1
0
up(u) du6C2 (4.11)
for some positive constants C1 and C2 independent of . Further, let
g(s) :=
Z 1
0
esu p(u) du
denote the moment generating function (for the rescaled process). Clearly, g(s) is
dened for all complex numbers s with Re s<=. One can easily see, that for all
0<r< 1 and x2R
g

r


+ ix

=
Z 1
0
e(r+i

 x)v2
e2vp
(e2v − 1)3=2 exp

− 
2
e2v − 1

dv: (4.12)
Then it follows from Eq. (4.12), that for any > 0 there exists 0<q= q()< 1, such
that g(s) 6= 1 for all complex s with 0<Re s<q=.
Now, taking into account Eqs. (4.11) and (4.12) and following precisely the proof
of the Theorem by Stone (1965), we derive in our case for any 0<h61 and t>=:U (t; h)− h
6C3 e−q(=)t ; (4.13)
where the positive constant C3 =C3() does not depend on .
Next, making use of Eq. (4.9), we readily obtain for 0<h6minf; 1g and 0<t<=:
U (t; h)6C4 (4.14)
for some positive constant C4 =C4() independent of , which implies (in the case
< 1) the following bound for <h61 and 0<t<=:
U (t; h)=
[h=]X
k = 1
U (t + h− k; ) + U

t; h− 

h


6

1 +

h


C4: (4.15)
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Hence, collecting Eqs. (4.13){(4.15), we obtainU (t; h)− h
6C5 e−q(=)t ; (4.16)
for all 0<h61 and t > 0, where C5 =C5()> 0.
Let us x 0<t061 arbitrarily. Then, taking into account Eqs. (4.16) and (4.9), we
bound the last term in Eq. (4.10)
Z t
0
p(v+ x) dU (t − x; t0)

6
[t]−1X
n= 0
max
n6y6n+1
p(v+ y)jU (t − n− 1; t0)− U (t − n; t0)j
+ max
[t]6y6t
p(v+ y)
U (t − [t]; t0)−
1X
k = 1
PfSk < t0g

6
C6

[t]X
n= 0
−1e−q(=)(v+n)e−q(=)(t−n−1)6
C7

e−q
0(=)(v+t) (4.17)
for some positive constants q0<q; C6 =C6() and C7 =C7() independent of .
Analogously to Eq. (4.17), it is easy to obtain an upper bound for another term in
the right-hand side of Eq. (4.10):
Z t+t0
t
 
− @
@x
1X
k = 1
PfSk < t + t0 − xg
!
p(v+ x) dx
6C8 e−q0(=)(v+t) (4.18)
for some positive constant C8 =C8().
Combining now Eqs. (4.17) and (4.18), and taking into account Eq. (4.9), we readily
derive from Eq. (4.10) the following bound for all t > 0 and 0<t061:
jp0(t + t0; 0; v)− p0(t; 0; v)j6C9 e
−q0(=)(t+v);
where C9 is a positive constant, which clearly implies the assertion of Theorem 4.1,
since for any t0> 1
p0(t + t0; 0; v)− p0(t; 0; v)
=
[t0]X
k = 1
(p0(t + k + 1; 0; v)− p0(t + k; 0; v)) + p0(t + t0; 0; v)− p0(t + [t0]; 0; v):
Theorem 4.1 is proved.
Corollary 4.2. There exists a constant C1 =C1()> 0 independent of  such that
p0(t; 0; v)6
C1

e−q(=)v (4.19)
for any v> 0 and t > 0.
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Proof. Let us consider p0(t; 0; v) for 0<t6=. It follows from Eqs. (4.7), (4.9) and
(4.13), that
p0(t; 0; v)6
C2

e−q(=)v; (4.20)
where the positive constant C2 is independent of , which proves Eq. (4.19) in the
case 0<t6=. In the case t > = we consider
p0(t; 0; v)6
p0(t; 0; v)− p0   ; 0; v
+ p0   ; 0; v

: (4.21)
Making use of Eq. (4.20) and the result of Theorem 4.1, we readily derive Eq. (4.19)
from Eq. (4.21) in the case t > =, which completes the proof of Corollary 4.2.
Corollary 4.3. There exists a positive constant B0=B0()> 0 independent of  such
that for any 0<t<=
p0(t; 0; 0)6B
0p(t): (4.22)
Proof. The bound (4.22) follows immediately from Eqs. (4.7){(4.8) and (4.13).
Remark. Notice that it also follows from Eqs. (2.2){(2.3) and our proof that for any
>0 constant C in Eq. (4.6) admits the bound
C6C0(3=2 + 1); (4.23)
where C0 does not depend on .
5. Proof of the main result
Let us x nite set AZ and t; t0 arbitrarily. Then for any vA 2RA+ we derive from
Eq. (3.8):
p(t + t0; vA)− p(t; vA)
=p0(t + t0; vA)− p0(t; vA)
+
1X
k = 1
X
A-cluster z
X
(y; Q)2(z)
0
@Z t
0
Z s1
0
  
Z sk−1
0
Z 1
0
  
Z 1
0
X
l2 (z;y;Q)
X
M1 ; M2

Z 1
0
p0l(ul) (p0(t + t0 − si; ul; uil)− p0(t − si; ul; uil)) dul

 Y
M1
Z 1
0
p0x(ux)p0(t + t0 − si; ux; uix) dux
!

 Y
M2
Z 1
0
p0x(ux)p0(t − si; ux; uix) dux
!

Y
1
(uizi)
Z 1
0
p(w)p0(si − sj; w; u jzi) dw
Y
2
(uizi)

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
Y
3
Z 1
0
p(uiyi )(w)[p0(si − sj; u
i
yi + w; u
j
yi)− p0(si − sj; uiyi ; u jyi)] dw


Y
4
Z 1
0
p(uiu)(w)p0(si − sj; uil + w; u
j
l ) dw
Y
5
du jl

dsk : : : ds1
+
Z t+t0
t
Z s1
0
  
Z sk−1
0
Z 1
0
  
Z 1
0
Y
0
Z 1
0
p0l(ul)p0(t + t0 − si; ul; uil) dul


Y
1
(uizi)
Z 1
0
p(w)p0(si − sj; w; u jzi) dw
Y
2
(uizi)


Y
3
Z 1
0
p(uiyi )(w)[p0(si − sj; u
i
yi + w; u
j
yi)− p0(si − sj; uiyi ; u jyi)] dw


Y
4
Z 1
0
p(uil)(w)p0(si − sj; u
i
l + w; u
j
l ) dw
Y
5
du jl

dsk : : : ds1

=:p0(t + t0; vA)− p0(t; vA)
+
1X
k = 1
X
A-cluster z
X
(y; Q)2(z)
(I1(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA) + I2(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA)); (5.1)
where for any A-cluster z and (y;Q)2(z) we have dened the set
(z; y; Q) :=A
k[
i= 1
fzi; yig [ Qi;
and then the sum
P
M1 ; M2 runs over all the subsets (including empty set) M1; M2
(z; y; Q) such that M1 \M2 = ; and M1 [M2 [ flg= (z; y; Q);Mj is a product over
all segments I(x; 0; t − si) with x2Mj; j=1; 2.
We x 0<6 minf1; ; y2; a2g arbitrarily (which also satises Eq. (4.5)), and consider
p(t + t0; vA)− p(t; vA); (5.2)
dened by Eq. (5.1) with respect to scaling (4.1). Throughout this section we consider
only rescaled parameters, but we shall omit the upper idex  whenever no confusion
arises. Making use of Theorem 4.1, Corollaries 4.2 and 4.3, and the bounds (4.8){
(4.9), we can obtain a set of useful bounds for the rescaled process in the following
two lemmas:
Lemma 5.1. For any t >u> 0 and v>0
Z 1
0
p(u)(w)(p0(t; u+ w; v)− p0(t; u; v)) dw

6aB1e−(=)q(t+v)f(t + v); (5.3)
where for any x> 0
f(x) :=

B0p(x) if 06x6;
B0= otherwise
and B1; B0 are positive constants independent of .
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Lemma 5.2. For any s>u> 0; n2f1; 2; : : :g; si > 0; i=1; : : : ; n; t; t0> 0; un+1
 v>0 and z 2Z the following inequalities hold:
Z 1
s1
  
Z 1
sn
Z 1
0
p(u)(w)(p0(s; u+ w; u1)− p0(s; u; u1)) dw

 
nY
i= 1
Z 1
0
p(ui)(w
i)(p0(si; ui + wi; ui+1)− p0(si; ui; ui+1)) dwi
!
dun : : : du1
6anBn2e−(=)q(s+Pni = 1 si+v)f(sn) ; (5.4)

Z 1
s1
  
Z 1
sn
Z 1
0
p0z(u)(p0(t + t0; u; u1)− p0z(t; u; u1)) du

 
nY
i= 1
Z 1
0
p(ui)(w
i)(p0(si; ui + wi; ui+1)− p0(si; ui; ui+1)) dwi
!
dun    du1j6anBn2e−(=)q(t+
n
i = 1si+v)f(sn); (5.5)

Z 1
s1
  
Z 1
sn
Z 1
0
p(u)(w)p0(s; u+ w; u1) dw

 
nY
i= 1
Z 1
0
p(ui) (w
i) (p0(si; ui + wi; ui+1)− p0(si; ui; ui+1)) dwi
!
dun    du1j6anBn2e−(=)q(
n
i = 1si+v)f(sn); (5.6)
where positive constant B2 is independent of .
These lemmas are similar to ones proved by Turova (1994) for the non-scaled pa-
rameters. Therefore, we do not carry out here the proofs, since they are rather technical
and straightforward given the result of Theorem 4.1.
The next two bounds follow readily from Eqs. (4.7), (4.8) and (4.19) combined
with formulae (2.2){(2.3):
Z 1
0
p(u)(w)p0(t; w; 0) dw6B3f(t); (5.7)
and Z 1
0
p(w)p0(t; w; 0) dw6B3f(t); (5.8)
for any t > 0 and u> 0, where B3> 0 is independent of .
Armed with Equations (5.3){(5.8), we can obtain an upper bound for
jP1k = 1PA-cluster zP(y; Q)2(z) I1(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA)j in Eq. (5.1) with the parameters,
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rescaled with respect to Eq. (4.1). Let us x k>1, an A-cluster z of cardinality k, and
(y;Q)2(z) arbitrarily and consider the corresponding term I1(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA). Let us
rewrite it in the following form:
I1(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA)
:=
X
l2 (z;y;Q)
X
M1 ; M2
Z t
0
Z s1
0
  
Z sk−1
0
Y
x2 (z;y;Q)
Gx(l;M1; M2; s) dsk : : : ds1; (5.9)
where for any x2 (z; y; Q) we denote by Gx(l;M1; M2; s) the corresponding contribu-
tion of the set fxg  [0; t]:
Gx(l;M1; M2; s) :=
Z 1
0
  
Z 1
0
Y0
g(I)
Y00
du jx

; (5.10)
where
Q00 is a product over all 16j6k such that (t − sj; x)2V (D); Q0 is a product
over all the segments I of the diagram D(z; y; Q; s); and for any segment I = I(x; t −
si; t − sj) the contribution g(I) is dened by Eq. (3.7)
g(I)=
Z 1
0
p(uix)(w
i
x)[p0(si − sj; uix + wix; u jx )− p0(si − sj; uix; u jx )] dwix; (5.11)
If I is a principal segment of the diagram D;
g(I)=
Z 1
0
p(wix)p0(si − sj; wix; u jx ) dwix; (5.12)
if I is a main segment of the diagram D;
g(I)=
Z 1
0
p0x(ux)[p0(t + t0 − sj; ux; u jx )− p0(t − sj; ux; u jx )] dux; (5.13)
if I = I(x; 0; t − sj) and x= l;
g(I)=
Z 1
0
p0x(ux)p0(t + t0 − sj; ux; u jx ) dux; (5.14)
if I = I(x; 0; t − sj) and x2M1;
g(I)=
Z 1
0
p0x(ux)p0(t − sj; ux; u jx ) dux; (5.15)
if I = I(x; 0; t − sj) and x2M2; and, nally,
g(I)=
Z 1
0
p(uix)(w
i
x)p0(si − sj; u jx + wix; u jx ) dwix; (5.16)
if I is any other segment of the diagram D; where (in Eqs. (5.11){(5.16)) uix  0, if
(x; t − sj) is a main point of the diagram D, and uk+1x  vx if x2A.
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Let us x x2 (z; y; Q) arbitrarily and consider Gx(l;M1; M2; s). We denote by Vx(D)
a set of the vertices of the diagram D on fxg  [0; t]:
Vx(D) :=V (D) \ ffxg  [0; t]g := f(x; t − si1 ); : : : ; (x; t − sin+1)g
for some 16n6k and i1<    <in+1. Let also, V x (D) be a set of the principal
vertices of the diagram D on fxg  [0; t]:
V x (D) := f(yi; t − si); i=1; : : : ; kg \ ffxg  [0; t]g
= f(x; t − sj1 ); : : : ; (x; t − sjm)g
for some fj1; : : : ; jmgfi1; : : : ; in+1gnfk+1g with 16m6n and j1<    <jm, unless
V x (D)= ;:
Consider rst, the case x= l2A and V x (D) 6= ;. Notice, sin+1 = 0 in this case. Next,
we dene for every =(1; : : : ; m)2f0; 1gm the following domain on Rn+:
S= S(si1 ; : : : ; sin) := f(ui1x ; : : : ; uinx )2Rn+ : for any 16r6n;
uirx>sir − sir+1 for ir 2fj1; : : : ; jmg if ir =0;
uirx < sir − sir+1 for ir 2fj1; : : : ; jmg if ir =1g:
Then we can rewrite Gx(l;M1; M2; s) as follows:
Gx(l;M1; M2; s) :=
X
2 (0;1)m
Z
S
Y0
g(I)
Y00
du jx

: (5.17)
Let us x 2f0; 1gm arbitrarily and consider the corresponding term in (5.17):
Z
S
Y0
g(I)
Y00
du jx

: (5.18)
Suppose, that j =0, i j2fj01; : : : ; j0m0gfj1; : : : ; jmg for some 16m06m, where j01
<    <j0m0 . Making use of Lemma 5.2, we perform rst the integration in (5.18) over
the variables u jx , j2fj01; : : : ; j0m0g, then over the variables w jx (see Eqs. (5.11), (5.12)
and (5.16)) with j 2 fj01; : : : ; j0m0g, and nally, over the variables wix, corresponding to
the vertices of the diagram below the vertices (x; t−sj01 ); : : : ; (x; t−sj0m0 ) (on fxg[0; t]).
More precisely, let us dene
Jm0 := maxfi2f0; i1; : : : ; ing n fj01; : : : ; j0m0g : i< j0m0g:
Hence, by the denition of Jm0 , vertex (x; t − sJm0 ) is the rst vertex below (x; t −
sj0
m0
), such that either (x; t − sJm0 ) is a non-principal vertex of the diagram D, or
Jm0 =1. Then we perform integration in (5.18) over all u
j
x and w
j
x with j2fj01; : : : ; j0m0g
such that Jm0<j6j0m0 , and, nally, either over w
Jm0
x , if Jm0> 0, or ux, if Jm0 =0.
Applying either result (5.4) if Jm0> 0, or Eq. (5.5) if Jm0 =0, we obtain the up-
per bound for the corresponding integral. Consider, e.g., Jm0 =0. Note, that in this
case fj01; : : : ; j0m0g= fj1; : : : ; jmg= fi1; : : : ; img. Let jm+1 := minfj2fi1; : : : ; ing[fk+1g :
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j> jmg. According to the result (5.5), we have
Z 1
0
Z 1
sj1−sj2
  
Z 1
sjm−sjm+1
p0x(ux)
(p0(t + t0 − sj1 ; ux; uj1x )− p0(t − sj1 ; ux; uj1x ))
 
mY
r = 1
Z 1
0
p(ujrx )(w
jr
x )
(p0(sjr − sjr+1 ; ujrx + wjrx ; ujr+1x )− p0(sjr − sjr+1 ; ujrx ; ujr+1x )) dwjrx

dujmx    duj1x dux
6amBm2 e−(=)q(t−sjm+1+vx)f(t − sjm+1); (5.19)
since uk+1x  vx.
If Jm0> 0, then there are dierent cases. Let, fj2fj01; : : : ; j0m0g : Jm0<j6jm0g=
fj0m0 ; j0m0+1; : : : ; j0m0g for some 16m06m0. If (x; t − sJm0 ) is a principal vertex of the
diagram, then the corresponding integral isZ
sj0m0
−sj0
m0+1
  
Z
sj0
m0
−sj0
m0+1
Z 1
0
(p0(sJm0 − sj0m0 ; u
Jm0
x + w; u
j0m0
x )− p0(sJm0 − sj0m0 ; u
Jm0
x ; u
j0m0
x ))
p
(u
Jm0
x )
(w) dw
Y
g(I)

du
j0m0
x : : : du
j0m0
x ; (5.20)
where 06uJm0x < sJm0−sj0m0 , and the product
Q
g(I) runs over all the principal segments
with lower ends at (x; t− sj0m0 ); : : : ; (x; t− sj0m0 ). We get an upper bound for the integral
(5.20), making use of Eq. (5.4). Analogously, we proceed in the case if (x; t− sJm0 ) is
any other point of the diagram, using the bounds of type (5.6).
Next (in the case Jm0> 0), we dene
Jm0 := max fi2f0; i1; : : : ; ing n fj01; : : : ; j0m0g : i< j0m0g
and repeat the procedure, depending on whether Jm0> 0 or Jm0 = 0, until we have
performed integration over all u jx ; w
j
x ; j2fj01; : : : ; j0m0g, in (5.18).
Taking into account the bounds of type (5.19), Lemma 5.1 and the inequalities (5.7),
(5.8), we perform the integration over the rest variables wix in (5.18) and then over
the variables uix, and derive
Z
S
Y0
g(I)
Y00
du jx

6amBn4
1

e−(=)q(t−si1+
(x)L(I)+vx)
Y(x)
f(L(I 0));
(5.21)
where
P(x) runs over all the principal segments I of the diagram D on the set ffxg
[0; t]g;Q(x) runs over all the segments I 0 of the diagram D with the upper ends at the
main vertices on the set ffxg  [0; t]g, and B4 is some positive constant independent
of . Analogously, we can consider the case =(1; : : : ; 1). Combining Eq. (5.21) with
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Eq. (5.17), we easily obtain in the case V x (D) 6= ; and x= l2A:
Gx(l;M1; M2; s)6amBn5
1

e−(=)q(t−si1+
(x)L(I)+vx)
Y
(x)f(L(I 0)) (5.22)
for some B5> 0.
Analogously, we derive in the case V x (D)= ; and x= l2A:
Gx(l;M1; M2; s)6Bn5
1

e−(=)q(t−si1+vx)
Y
(x)f(L(I 0)): (5.23)
The same arguments allow us to obtain the upper bounds for Gx(l;M1; M2; s) in the
case x 6= l; x2A:
Gx(l;M1; M2; s)6amBn5
1

e−(=)q(
(x)L(I)+vx)
Y
(x)f(L(I 0)); (5.24)
where in the case there is no principal segment on the set ffxg [0; t]g, we put m=0
and
P(x) L(I)= 0.
Analogously, one can consider the case x =2A and obtain in the same notations for
x= l:
Gx(l;M1; M2; s)6amBn5e
−(=)q(t−si1+(x)L(I))
Y
(x)f(L(I 0)); (5.25)
and for x 6= l
Gx(l;M1; M2; s)6amBn5e
−(=)q(x)L(I)Y (x)f(L(I 0)): (5.26)
Making use of the bounds (5.22){(5.26), denition of function f, and taking into
account that j(z; y; Q)j6jAj+ K(jO(i)j+ 1), we obtain from Eq. (5.9):
jI1(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA)j6

B6

jAj
e−(=)qx2 Avxe−(=)qtakBk7

Z t
0
Z s1
0
  
Z sk−1
0

1

k
dsk : : : ds1; (5.27)
where the positive constants B6 and B7 are independent of . It is clear, that using the
same arguments as above, we can obtain a similar upper bound for I2(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA) in
Eq. (5.1). Then taking into account the result of Malyshev and Minlos (1991), that the
number of clusters of cardinality  is upper bounded by  k for some positive constant
 = (; jO(i)j), we derive from Eq. (5.1) and inequality (5.27) together with a similar
upper bound for I2(t; t0; z; y; Q; vA) the following:
jp(t + t0; vA)− p(t; vA)j6 jp0(t + t0; vA)− p0(t; vA)j+

B8

jAj
e−(=)qx2 A vx
1X
k = 1
e−(=)qt
1
k!

aB9t

k
; (5.28)
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where the positive constants B8 and B9 are independent of . Let us x constants
0<< 13 and 0<1<2 arbitrarily and consider the following obvious bound:
1X
k = 1
1
k!

aB9

t
k
6 e−(t=)
[1(t=)]X
k = 1
1
k!

aB9t

e−=1
k
+
1X
k = [2(t=)]

C1
aB9t
k
k
+
X
[1(t=)]<k < [2(t=)]

C1
aB9t
k
k
;
where C1 is an absolute positive constant. Clearly, for any 0<< 13 we can choose
constants 1 and 2 small and large enough, correspondingly, so that the last inequality
implies:
1X
k = 1
1
k!

aB9

t
k
62e2(t=) + (aC)2(t=); (5.29)
where C> 0 is independent of . Notice, that it follows clearly from Eqs. (2.1){(2.3)
and (4.23) that C<C0(3 + 1) for some constant C0 independent of . Inserting the
bound (5.29) into Eq. (5.28) and taking into account Theorem 4.1, we obtain the
following bound:
jp(t + t0; vA)− p(t; vA)j
6

C2

jAj
e−(=)qx2 Avx

((aC)2e−q)(t=) + e−(=)q(1−2)t
}
; (5.30)
where C2> 0 is independent of . Making use of the formula (4.4) we readily derive
from (5.30) the assertion of our Theorem 2.1.
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